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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we present the study results of using the directional analytic signal method of gravity gradient 
tensor (GGT) and the Euler deconvolution of the directional analytic signals to determine location and estimate the 
depth of fault systems in the Pre-Cenozoic basement in order to improve the efficiency of Pre-Cenozoic basement 
structure. The method is tested on the 3D digital model, which shows that not only the location and depth of 
resources are determined but also can overcome undue interference, which could be met in the previous analytic 
signal methods. To study more about the applicability of the method, we applied the method for the gravity anomaly 
data of Red River Trough. Obtained preliminary results have shown the location of major faults in the region: Song 
Lo fault, Song Chay fault, Red River fault, etc. and initially (in the first time), by this method, the depth of over 10 
km the fault persists. This depth is deeper than the depth of the surface of Cenozoic boundary determined by other 
methods, proves that the faults appear in the Pre-Cenozoic basement.  
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1. Introduction∗ 

Researches on the Pre-Cenozoic basement 
structure, especially location and depth of the 
fault in the basement rock determined by 
gravity anomalies data always get the atten-
tion of many national and international 
geophysicists. However, the methods used to 
study the structures of Pre-Cenozoic rock,me 
now, rock until now are still very limited in 
national literature. Examples are the 2D, 3D 
inverse problem solution methods (Do Duc 
                                                            
∗Corresponding author, Email: kimdunggeo@yahoo.com  

Thanh, 2013) and 2.5 D one, according to the 
correlation algorithm (Cao Dinh Trieu, 2002, 
Pham Nam Hung, 2011) or the method of 
blocks structure model of Earth's crust (Bui 
Cong Que and Hoang Van Vuong, 1996) in 
order to determine the density distribution in 
the basement. 

To determine the location of geological 
faults, the most commonly used method in 
Geophysics is the method of determining the 
maximum horizontal gradient vector of grav-
ity anomalies (Dinh Van Toan, 2000; Le Huy 
Minh et al, 2002). The Euler deconvolution 
method for the vertical derivative data of 
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gravity anomaly is used to determine not only 
the location but also the depth of the geologi-
cal structures (Vo Thanh Son et al, 2005). The 
application of 3D signal analysis method (Le 
Huy Minh et al, 2005) and 3D signal analysis 
using higher derivative (Vo Thanh Son et al, 
2007) initially has also been studied and  are 
applied by these authors for analyzing and 
processing aviation magnetic anomalies at 
Tuan Giao and Hoa Binh area. The study 
results show that in addition to its other 
advantages, this method still has some limita-
tions in overcoming the phenomenon of 
interference in the case of complex real 
environments when the differentiation of the 
anomalous sources is not clear. 

Recently, from application of components 
of the gravity gradient tensor (GGT), many 
geophysicists have proposed a very effective 
method for determining the location and depth 
of the source (Beiki. M., 2010, Beiki. M and 
Laust B. Pedersen 2010, Feng-Xu.Z, 2005, 
Micku. K. L., 2001, Oruc et al., 2013, 
Pedersen, L. B., and T. M. Rasmussen, 1990, 
Zhang. C., 2000, Zhou, W., Xiaojuan Du, 
2013). Therefore, the application of modern 
methods to determine the structure of Pre-
Cenozoic basement on the continental shelf of 
Vietnam is very necessary to improve the 
accuracy of the result. 

In this paper, we studied and applied the 
directional analytic signals method which is 
built from the components of the gravity 
gradient  tensor (ED) and the Euler deconvo-
lution method from the direction analytic 
signal data (EDDAS) to determine the loca-
tion and depth to faults in pre-Cenozoic 
basement. With this approach, we tested on 
the modeling to confirm the applicability of 
the method before applying for the real data 
on the Red River trough.  

2.  Theoretical background 

Gravity gradient tensor (GGT) Γ  is deter-
mined as follows:  
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 We might define an analytic signal for 
every single row, called directional analytic 
signals in x,y,y-, and z-direction. The direc-
tional analytic signal in matrix form can be 
written as: 
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Consequently, the amplitudes of the 
directional analytic signals are: 

( ) ( ) ( )22 2( , , )x xx xy xzA x y z g g g= + +                                 

( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2
( , , )y yx yy yzA x y z g g g= + +                                                                        

( ) ( ) ( )22 2( , , )z zx zy zzA x y z g g g= + +  

Debeglia and Corpel (1997) showed that 
the derivatives of the analytic signal 
amplitude give a more efficient separation of 
anomalies caused by interfering structures 
than the analytic signal amplitude. Derivatives 
of directional analytic signals in x,y,y-, and z-
directions can be expressed as: 
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Where α  is coefficients of x, y and z.  
Function to represent the combination of ana-

(3) 
 

(1) 
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lytic signal derivatives xzA  and yzA  can be a 
function to detect the edges on the body:            

22
xz yzED A A= +  

ED function allows to detect edges on the 
body better than HGA function. HGA 
function is a standard function which is 
widely used to detect edges in the horizontal 
gradient amplitude. 

( ) ( )22
xz yzHGA g g= +                (8) 

Zhang et al (2000) showed that for GGT 
data, the standard Euler deconvolution can be 
extended to:    
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For a window have N data points, equation 

(9) can be written as : 

                       Gm d=                            (10) 

and can be solved using the least-squares 
estimate mest as follows: 

                        ( ) 1est T Tm G G G d
−
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Where G and d are 3N x 4 and 3N x 1 
matrices. Then the residual error of data is: 

predd d d∆ = −                     (12) 

where :              espred td Gm=                     (13) 

Then the covariance matrix of the esti-
mated model is given as: 
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and the standard error of source location and 
structural index is given by:  

0 11 22 33r c c c∆ = + + ; 44n c∆ = ;       (16) 

3. Modeling and results 

3.1.  Building of the model 

To confirm the applicability of the method 
using the directional analytic signals of the 
components of the gravity gradient tensor 
(ED) to determine the location and depth of 
the faults in Pre-Cenozoic basement rock for 
in case of the 3D  problem, on the basis of the 
theory presented above, we proceed to build a 
computer program to determine edges and 
depth as the source by gravity anomalies data. 
Here, the source of the gravity anomaly was 
modeled as vertical cylinders located at differ-
ent depths. To see clearly the effectiveness 
and applicability of the method, we launched 
two models to calculate: The first model has 2 
single objects; the second model is more com-
plex, consisting of 5 objects that can cause 
anomaly and having both local and regional 
properties, in which the anomalies caused by 
5th objects have large size and lie deeper than 
other objects. Observation surface for both 
models has a size of 150 x 150 km and the 
distance between two data points in both two 
directions x and y is dx = dy = 1km. The 
parameters of the model are given in (tables 1 
and 2). The   programming language used is 
Matlab. 
Table 1. The parameters for model 1 
 X1/X2 Y1/Y2 Z1/Z2 Excess density 

(g/cm3) 
Object 1 65/75 75/85 1/5 0.2 
Object 2 75/85 65/75 2/5 0.2 

Table 2. The parameters for model 2 
 X1/X2 Y1/Y2 Z1/Z2 Excess density 

(g/cm3) 
Object 1 30/40 75/85 1/4 -0.1 
Object 2 65/75 75/85 1/6 0.2 
Object 3 75/85 65/75 2/6 0.2 
Object 4 110/120 65/75 2/6 0.3 
Object 5 50/100 50/100 6/12 0.4 

(9) 
 

(7) 

(14) 
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3.2.  The result of model application 

The assumed gravity anomalies which are 
caused by the prisms having the parameters as 
above were determined by Rao and Murthy, 
1990, ED function is calculated for each point 
on the surface z0 = 0. In order to point out the 
advantages of the method using the ED func-
tion in determining edges over the source, we 
also calculate HGA function on this observa-
tion surface. For both functions, the line 
connecting maximum points will give us the 
edges of the source.  

To estimate the depth to edges from the 
source, we used Euler method of deconvolu-
tion of the directional analytic signals com-
bined with slide windows method in which 
the center of the window is maximum ED 
points. The use of this data is different com-
pared to the use of other sources of data, 
which are the components of the gravity 
tensor or using higher vertical derivatives (Vo 
Thanh Son et al., 2005; Vo Thanh Son, Le 
Huy Minh, 2007).In Euler deconvolution 
method, the structure index and size of the 
window are two important parameters, which 
decide the accuracy of the method. Each 
structural indicator characterizing certain geo-
logical objects, so depending on the studied 
objects that the structural indicators are se-
lected suitably. The window size also affects 
the resolution of study depth and therefore, is 
selected to represent the effect on a single 
source type which should be studied. The 
problem of structure index and size of the 
window, and how to choose them reasonably 
is studied by many national and international 
authors (Reid AB et al., 2013, and Vo Thanh 
Son, Le Huy Minh, 2005. Usually, the author 
only chooses an unique structure index (as a 
source filtering), however, in this article, the 
edges from the source have been determined 
by the maximum ED points, so in these maxi-
mum points. There will have many structure 
indexes, according to the  equation (16), each 
maximum ED point will have one structure 
indicator. To solve this problem, at each 

maximum ED point we need a loop to find the 
most structure index which corresponds with 
the depth to edges with the smallest error. In 
order to stabilize the data error, the authors 
select one structure index =0.05 and put it into 
structure index space. The selected structural 
indicators are assigned to directly into 4th 
component of the vector  in the equation (13) 
before calculating covariance matrix equation 
(14). With the  pre-assigned  structure index 
the obtainment of conversed result is more 
rapid, avoiding the re-solution at positions, 
which have unstable structure index or depth 
outside the selection. Results also showed that 
the study depth obtained for both models is 
best when the selected window size is 14 
points, wx = wy = 14. Thus, the issue of the 
Euler deconvolution by this way, from 
depending on two parameters (the structure 
index and size of the window) becomes only 
depending on one parameter (the size of the 
window). This makes a difference in compare 
with the Euler deconvolution methods that are 
often used (Vo Thanh Son et al., 
2005).Calculation results for model 1 are 
shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. Figure 1 
shows the results of determination of  the 
edges from the source by both ED and HGA 
function, and Figure 2 shows the results of 
determination of the depth to the edges of 
source using Euler deconvolution of the direc-
tional analytic signals (EDDAS). 

 
Fig 1. The results determine source edges for model 1: 
a) Function HGA, b) Maximum HGA, c) Function ED, 
d) Maximum ED 
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Fig 2. The results of the source depth for model 1: a) Observation data, b) Depth of source, c) Frequency appear depth 

 
Fig 3. The result determine source edges for model 2: a) Function HGA; b) Maximum HGA; c) Function ED;   d) 
Maximum ED 

 
Fig 4. The result of the source depth for model 2: a) Obesrvation data; b) Depth of source; c) Frequency appear depth 
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Calculation results for model 2 are shown 
in Figure 3 and Figure 4, in which the posi-
tions of calculated result are arranged  respec-
tively as shown in Figure 1 and figure 2. 

3.3. Discussion  

Based on the results obtained from the pro-
gram construction and test on models from 
simple to complex, we can give the following 
comments: 

- Despite fairly complex algorithm, the use 
of analytic signal method under the direction 
of the components of the gravity gradient ten-
sor (ED) and applied to the computer 
programs we built still allows to determine the 
edge and to estimate the depth of source. 

- The determination of the edges of  source 
by using the maximum ED method gives the 
higher accuracy than by using the traditional 
maximum HGA method. Specifically, signal 
maximum ED tackles the phenomenon of 
interference better than a signal maximum 
HGA when the objects cause anomalies, 
which have weak differentiation on both hori-
zontal and vertical directions. 

- The use of the Euler deconvolution 
method to determine the depth of source by 
this way has overcome the dependency on the 
structure index. 

4. Applying the method to determine the 
location and estimate the depth of the faults 
in Pre-Cenozoic basement rocks of the Red 
River trough 

In this section, based on the computer 
programs set up and tested on the digital 
model, we conducted a test by applying the 
directional analytic signals method of gravity 
gradient tensor (ED) and the Euler deconvolu-
tion of the directional analytic signals to 
determine  location and estimate the depth to 
edges of source in the Red River trough. 
Herein, the study area is bounded by latitudes 
20°9.8’N and 21°35.7’N and by longitudes 
105°6.5’E and 106°37.1’E. The data source 

(Input data) used in this research was the 
Bougher gravity anomaly data of the study area 
at the scale of 1:200.000 which was established 
by the Department of Geology and Minerals of 
Vietnam in 1995 based on the normal gravity 
field formula of  Helmert (1901-1909). The 
gravity anomaly data had been edited and 
linked to the Posdam International standard 
system with the density of intermediate layer δ 
=2.67g/cm3; terrain correction was calculated 
by the Prisivanco method. 

The Red river trough is characterized by a 
quite complex geological-tectonic setting and 
there are many major faults such as Song Lo 
fault, Vinh Ninh fault, Thai Binh fault, Song 
Chay fault and Red River fault. All faults 
have the direction of northwest - southeast 
and parallel to each other; they form a large 
tectonic destruction system and penetrate 
through  the Earth crust. They play an im-
portant role in the map of regional tectonic 
structure and create a ladder-like structure 
which has uplifted zones alternating with 
subsidence zones, expand and sink into the 
southeast. In many previous studies, the 
trough of Hanoi was divided into three main 
structural zones: The southwest structural 
zone, which is an uplift zone, locates between 
two deep regional faults, which are the Red 
River fault and the Song Chay fault. The 
center structural zone is limited by Song Chay 
fault and Song Lo fault, which  are plugging 
in opposite directions. Between these two 
faults, the Thai Binh and the Vinh Ninh faults 
are also plugging in opposite directions. All 
these faults create a SouthWestern-Northeast 
wave band that characterizes the structure of 
the region. Northeast structural zone is limited 
by Dong Trieu fault and Song Lo fault and is 
an uplift structural zone comparing to the 
Center structural zone. There were many 
books and researches discussing fault systems, 
regional tectonic characteristics in this area 
such as Phan Trong Trinh et al., 2000, Phan 
Trong Trinh, 2012, Cao Dinh Trieu and Pham 
Nam Hung, 2008, Nguyen Dang Tuc, 2000, 
Nguyen Dang Tuc, 2004, Hoang Huu Hiep 
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and Nguyen Huu Nam, 2014,... Therefore, we 
will discuss on the geological characteristic in 
general and focus on research of fault systems 
in the region in detail.    

To study the deep source, especially in the 
Pre-Cenozoic basement rocks, we  increased 
the height of the field by 8km. At this surface, 
the obtained gravity anomaly field was partly 
separated to the local gravity anomaly field 
which had a short wavelength so the gravity 
effect mainly depends on the depth sources. 
This alternative anomaly field will be used to 
determine location and depth to the source. 
During calculation process, parameters of the 
selection structure index and the window size 
used to calculate are the parameters which 
were selected and tested by the above models. 
The obtained results of the location and the 
depth to the edge of a resource in the study 
area by applying this method (ED and 
EDDAS) are represented on figure 5, showing 
the points with different colors. In this figure, 
a position of a point reflects an edge of the 
source, and its color shows the depth of 
source with various intervals. To highlight the 
structure within the study area, the system of 
these colored points is presented by vertical 
quadratic derivative values of the gravitational 
field Gzz (only Gzz> 0) and of the horizontal 
gradient vector field of Gzz function (arrows). 
In this method, we separated the study depth 
into six different segments: 0-2km, 2-4km, 4-
6km, 6-8km, 8-10km, and > 10km. The 
recorded results showed that locations of 
major faults in the study area were expressed 
quite clearly as Song Lo fault, Vinh Ninh 
fault, Song Chay fault, Thai Binh fault, Red 
River fault, etc. All faults were in northwest - 
southeast direction,   paralleled to each other 
and were recognized easily by observing the 
maximum ED points and the horizontal gradi-
ent vectors of the Gzz function in the same 
direction. The results also illustrated that 
gradient vectors of the 2nd vertical derivative 
of Song Lo fault and Thai Binh fault ran along 
the maximum ED points in southwest - 
northeast direction, while the gradients of 

Song Chay fault and Vinh Ninh fault were 
almost in northeast - southwest direction 
(Figure 5).In addition, the uplift zones (with 
gradient vector of the Gzz function directing 
into the center) including Hanoi center uplift, 
Kien Xuong uplift and Nam Dinh uplift and 
the subsidence zones (with gradient vector of 
Gzz function directing outward the center) 
Ninh Binh sunken, Hai Duong sunken, Dong 
Quan Sunken also was found in the area. 
Comparing to the previous study results, this 
result shows that the location of the fault 
system in the study area is quite similar. 
Therefore, the application of the maximum 
ED points to determine edges of the source is 
effective. 

The result of depth shows that the depth of 
source in the research area is from 3 to 17km, 
mainly at 6 km and that of major faults are 
greater than 8 km. These obtained depth val-
ues may be the depth of the top or the bottom 
of a source, or the depth which crosses 
another source that is a picture of a geological 
cross-section. However, where is the exist-
ence and appearance of the sources, in the 
Pre-Cenozoic basement or the Cenozoic 
sediment? To study sources existing in the 
Pre-Cenozoic basement, we compare the 
depth values determined by seismic and 
gravity methods to the depth of Pre-Cenozoic 
basement (Pham Nam Hung and Le Van 
Dung, 2011). In results, the depth values 
along the major faults can lie on or under the 
Pre-Cenozoic basement surface, this indicates 
that a complex development of the fault is not 
only on the surface but also in depth and 
confirms the appearance of faults in the Pre-
Cenozoic basement. 

According to Cao Dinh Trieu (2002), the 
faults in the Pre-Cenozoic basement which 
continue to develop and penetrate to crust are: 
Red River Fault (over 60km), Song Chay fault 
(35-40km), Song Lo fault (30-40km), Vinh 
Ninh fault (20-30km). Because the data 
source is limited, in this article, we only apply 
the method to study the appearance of the 
sources which lies in the Pre-Cenozoic base-
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ment, and we will not discuss about the 
bottom depth of this fault.To recognize faults 
exactly, we digitized figure 5 according to the 

maximum ED points and the results are 
shown in figure 6. 

 
Fig 5. The location and estimate depth of source and frequency appear depth at z=8 
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Fig 6. The faults obatian by maximum of function ED 

5. Conclusion 

Based on the results obtained from the 
program construction, test on models and 
application the real data of the Red River 
trough, we can give few comments as follows: 
- Using analytic signals of a gravity gradient 
tensor (GGT) method to determine the  ED of 
the directional analytic signals amplitude 
function helps overcome the phenomenon of 
interference and provide better resolution than 
the HGA of traditional analytic signal ampli-
tude function. It is a new method to determine 
the accurate location and estimate the depth of 
fault systems.- As the object of this study is 
the faults in the Pre-Cenozoic basement rock, 
a combination of processing methods for 
gravity data including transformative method 
of gravity field, the analytic signal methods, 
and Euler deconvolution for data of the direc-
tional analytic signals of gravity gradient 
tensor were used, which allows not only to 
identify the location but also estimate the 
beginning depth and the end depth of the 
fault, so that we can estimate the depth, strike 
and dip angle of the fault exactly and rapidly. 

- Results of the test on the area of the Red 
River trough show that the method can deter-
mine the major faults in the region. Moreover, 
the method also illustrates that the  faults 
found at depths over 8km, even to 15km, are 
the faults destroyed in the Pre-Cenozoic base-
ment. 

- Although there are a lot of advantages, 
applying many times derivative in the method 
makes many error peaks during calculation at 
the surface z=0. To solve this problem, we can 
calculate the average of gravity field or raise 
gravity anomaly field before calculation in 
detail. 
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		ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present the study results of using the directional analytic signal method of gravity gradient tensor (GGT) and the Euler deconvolution of the directional analytic signals to determine location and estimate the depth of fault systems in the Pre-Cenozoic basement in order to improve the efficiency of Pre-Cenozoic basement structure. The method is tested on the 3D digital model, which shows that not only the location and depth of resources are determined but also can overcome undue interference, which could be met in the previous analytic signal methods. To study more about the applicability of the method, we applied the method for the gravity anomaly data of Red River Trough. Obtained preliminary results have shown the location of major faults in the region: Song Lo fault, Song Chay fault, Red River fault, etc. and initially (in the first time), by this method, the depth of over 10 km the fault persists. This depth is deeper than the depth of the surface of Cenozoic boundary determined by other methods, proves that the faults appear in the Pre-Cenozoic basement.	
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1. Introduction[footnoteRef:1] [1: Corresponding author, Email: kimdunggeo@yahoo.com ] 


Researches on the Pre-Cenozoic basement structure, especially location and depth of the fault in the basement rock determined by gravity anomalies data always get the attention of many national and international geophysicists. However, the methods used to study the structures of Pre-Cenozoic rock,me now, rock until now are still very limited in national literature. Examples are the 2D, 3D inverse problem solution methods (Do Duc Thanh, 2013) and 2.5 D one, according to the correlation algorithm (Cao Dinh Trieu, 2002, Pham Nam Hung, 2011) or the method of blocks structure model of Earth's crust (Bui Cong Que and Hoang Van Vuong, 1996) in order to determine the density distribution in the basement.

To determine the location of geological faults, the most commonly used method in Geophysics is the method of determining the maximum horizontal gradient vector of gravity anomalies (Dinh Van Toan, 2000; Le Huy Minh et al, 2002). The Euler deconvolution method for the vertical derivative data of gravity anomaly is used to determine not only the location but also the depth of the geological structures (Vo Thanh Son et al, 2005). The application of 3D signal analysis method (Le Huy Minh et al, 2005) and 3D signal analysis using higher derivative (Vo Thanh Son et al, 2007) initially has also been studied and  are applied by these authors for analyzing and processing aviation magnetic anomalies at Tuan Giao and Hoa Binh area. The study results show that in addition to its other advantages, this method still has some limitations in overcoming the phenomenon of interference in the case of complex real environments when the differentiation of the anomalous sources is not clear.

Recently, from application of components of the gravity gradient tensor (GGT), many geophysicists have proposed a very effective method for determining the location and depth of the source (Beiki. M., 2010, Beiki. M and Laust B. Pedersen 2010, Feng-Xu.Z, 2005, Micku. K. L., 2001, Oruc et al., 2013, Pedersen, L. B., and T. M. Rasmussen, 1990, Zhang. C., 2000, Zhou, W., Xiaojuan Du, 2013). Therefore, the application of modern methods to determine the structure of Pre-Cenozoic basement on the continental shelf of Vietnam is very necessary to improve the accuracy of the result.

In this paper, we studied and applied the directional analytic signals method which is built from the components of the gravity gradient  tensor (ED) and the Euler deconvolution method from the direction analytic signal data (EDDAS) to determine the location and depth to faults in pre-Cenozoic basement. With this approach, we tested on the modeling to confirm the applicability of the method before applying for the real data on the Red River trough. 

2.  Theoretical background



Gravity gradient tensor (GGT)  is determined as follows: 



 (
(1)
)

 We might define an analytic signal for every single row, called directional analytic signals in x,y,y-, and z-direction. The directional analytic signal in matrix form can be written as:



           (2)

Consequently, the amplitudes of the directional analytic signals are:
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(3)
)                                                                                                       

Debeglia and Corpel (1997) showed that the derivatives of the analytic signal amplitude give a more efficient separation of anomalies caused by interfering structures than the analytic signal amplitude. Derivatives of directional analytic signals in x,y,y-, and z-directions can be expressed as:







  (4) (5)               (6)







Where  is coefficients of x, y and z.  Function to represent the combination of analytic signal derivatives  and can be a function to detect the edges on the body:           
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(7)
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ED function allows to detect edges on the body better than HGA function. HGA function is a standard function which is widely used to detect edges in the horizontal gradient amplitude.
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Zhang et al (2000) showed that for GGT data, the standard Euler deconvolution can be extended to:   
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(
9
)
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For a window have N data points, equation (9) can be written as :



                                                  (10)

and can be solved using the least-squares estimate mest as follows:



                                       (11)

Where G and d are 3N x 4 and 3N x 1 matrices. Then the residual error of data is:



                    (12)



where :                                  (13)

Then the covariance matrix of the estimated model is given as:



 (
(14)
)                  



where     and



           (15)

and the standard error of source location and structural index is given by: 





; ;       (16)

3. Modeling and results

3.1.  Building of the model

To confirm the applicability of the method using the directional analytic signals of the components of the gravity gradient tensor (ED) to determine the location and depth of the faults in Pre-Cenozoic basement rock for in case of the 3D  problem, on the basis of the theory presented above, we proceed to build a computer program to determine edges and depth as the source by gravity anomalies data. Here, the source of the gravity anomaly was modeled as vertical cylinders located at different depths. To see clearly the effectiveness and applicability of the method, we launched two models to calculate: The first model has 2 single objects; the second model is more complex, consisting of 5 objects that can cause anomaly and having both local and regional properties, in which the anomalies caused by 5th objects have large size and lie deeper than other objects. Observation surface for both models has a size of 150 x 150 km and the distance between two data points in both two directions x and y is dx = dy = 1km. The parameters of the model are given in (tables 1 and 2). The   programming language used is Matlab.

Table 1. The parameters for model 1

		

		X1/X2

		Y1/Y2

		Z1/Z2

		Excess density (g/cm3)



		Object 1

		65/75

		75/85

		1/5

		0.2



		Object 2

		75/85

		65/75

		2/5

		0.2





Table 2. The parameters for model 2

		

		X1/X2

		Y1/Y2

		Z1/Z2

		Excess density (g/cm3)



		Object 1

		30/40

		75/85

		1/4

		-0.1



		Object 2

		65/75

		75/85

		1/6

		0.2



		Object 3

		75/85

		65/75

		2/6

		0.2



		Object 4

		110/120

		65/75

		2/6

		0.3



		Object 5

		50/100

		50/100

		6/12

		0.4





3.2.  The result of model application

The assumed gravity anomalies which are caused by the prisms having the parameters as above were determined by Rao and Murthy, 1990, ED function is calculated for each point on the surface z0 = 0. In order to point out the advantages of the method using the ED function in determining edges over the source, we also calculate HGA function on this observation surface. For both functions, the line connecting maximum points will give us the edges of the source. 

To estimate the depth to edges from the source, we used Euler method of deconvolution of the directional analytic signals combined with slide windows method in which the center of the window is maximum ED points. The use of this data is different compared to the use of other sources of data, which are the components of the gravity tensor or using higher vertical derivatives (Vo Thanh Son et al., 2005; Vo Thanh Son, Le Huy Minh, 2007).In Euler deconvolution method, the structure index and size of the window are two important parameters, which decide the accuracy of the method. Each structural indicator characterizing certain geological objects, so depending on the studied objects that the structural indicators are selected suitably. The window size also affects the resolution of study depth and therefore, is selected to represent the effect on a single source type which should be studied. The problem of structure index and size of the window, and how to choose them reasonably is studied by many national and international authors (Reid AB et al., 2013, and Vo Thanh Son, Le Huy Minh, 2005. Usually, the author only chooses an unique structure index (as a source filtering), however, in this article, the edges from the source have been determined by the maximum ED points, so in these maximum points. There will have many structure indexes, according to the  equation (16), each maximum ED point will have one structure indicator. To solve this problem, at each maximum ED point we need a loop to find the most structure index which corresponds with the depth to edges with the smallest error. In order to stabilize the data error, the authors select one structure index =0.05 and put it into structure index space. The selected structural indicators are assigned to directly into 4th component of the vector  in the equation (13) before calculating covariance matrix equation (14). With the  pre-assigned  structure index the obtainment of conversed result is more rapid, avoiding the re-solution at positions, which have unstable structure index or depth outside the selection. Results also showed that the study depth obtained for both models is best when the selected window size is 14 points, wx = wy = 14. Thus, the issue of the Euler deconvolution by this way, from depending on two parameters (the structure index and size of the window) becomes only depending on one parameter (the size of the window). This makes a difference in compare with the Euler deconvolution methods that are often used (Vo Thanh Son et al., 2005).Calculation results for model 1 are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. Figure 1 shows the results of determination of  the edges from the source by both ED and HGA function, and Figure 2 shows the results of determination of the depth to the edges of source using Euler deconvolution of the directional analytic signals (EDDAS).

[image: D:\NCS\BaiBao\Bai 1\Hinh1.tif]

Fig 1. The results determine source edges for model 1: a) Function HGA, b) Maximum HGA, c) Function ED, d) Maximum ED
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Fig 2. The results of the source depth for model 1: a) Observation data, b) Depth of source, c) Frequency appear depth



[image: D:\NCS\BaiBao\Bai 1\Hinh3.tif]

Fig 3. The result determine source edges for model 2: a) Function HGA; b) Maximum HGA; c) Function ED;   d) Maximum ED

[image: D:\NCS\BaiBao\Bai 1\Hinh4ab.bmp]

Fig 4. The result of the source depth for model 2: a) Obesrvation data; b) Depth of source; c) Frequency appear depth



Calculation results for model 2 are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4, in which the positions of calculated result are arranged  respectively as shown in Figure 1 and figure 2.

3.3. Discussion	

Based on the results obtained from the program construction and test on models from simple to complex, we can give the following comments:

- Despite fairly complex algorithm, the use of analytic signal method under the direction of the components of the gravity gradient tensor (ED) and applied to the computer programs we built still allows to determine the edge and to estimate the depth of source.

- The determination of the edges of  source by using the maximum ED method gives the higher accuracy than by using the traditional maximum HGA method. Specifically, signal maximum ED tackles the phenomenon of interference better than a signal maximum HGA when the objects cause anomalies, which have weak differentiation on both horizontal and vertical directions.

- The use of the Euler deconvolution method to determine the depth of source by this way has overcome the dependency on the structure index.

4. Applying the method to determine the location and estimate the depth of the faults in Pre-Cenozoic basement rocks of the Red River trough

In this section, based on the computer programs set up and tested on the digital model, we conducted a test by applying the directional analytic signals method of gravity gradient tensor (ED) and the Euler deconvolution of the directional analytic signals to determine  location and estimate the depth to edges of source in the Red River trough. Herein, the study area is bounded by latitudes 20°9.8’N and 21°35.7’N and by longitudes 105°6.5’E and 106°37.1’E. The data source (Input data) used in this research was the Bougher gravity anomaly data of the study area at the scale of 1:200.000 which was established by the Department of Geology and Minerals of Vietnam in 1995 based on the normal gravity field formula of  Helmert (1901-1909). The gravity anomaly data had been edited and linked to the Posdam International standard system with the density of intermediate layer δ =2.67g/cm3; terrain correction was calculated by the Prisivanco method.

The Red river trough is characterized by a quite complex geological-tectonic setting and there are many major faults such as Song Lo fault, Vinh Ninh fault, Thai Binh fault, Song Chay fault and Red River fault. All faults have the direction of northwest - southeast and parallel to each other; they form a large tectonic destruction system and penetrate through  the Earth crust. They play an important role in the map of regional tectonic structure and create a ladder-like structure which has uplifted zones alternating with subsidence zones, expand and sink into the southeast. In many previous studies, the trough of Hanoi was divided into three main structural zones: The southwest structural zone, which is an uplift zone, locates between two deep regional faults, which are the Red River fault and the Song Chay fault. The center structural zone is limited by Song Chay fault and Song Lo fault, which  are plugging in opposite directions. Between these two faults, the Thai Binh and the Vinh Ninh faults are also plugging in opposite directions. All these faults create a SouthWestern-Northeast wave band that characterizes the structure of the region. Northeast structural zone is limited by Dong Trieu fault and Song Lo fault and is an uplift structural zone comparing to the Center structural zone. There were many books and researches discussing fault systems, regional tectonic characteristics in this area such as Phan Trong Trinh et al., 2000, Phan Trong Trinh, 2012, Cao Dinh Trieu and Pham Nam Hung, 2008, Nguyen Dang Tuc, 2000, Nguyen Dang Tuc, 2004, Hoang Huu Hiep and Nguyen Huu Nam, 2014,... Therefore, we will discuss on the geological characteristic in general and focus on research of fault systems in the region in detail.   

To study the deep source, especially in the Pre-Cenozoic basement rocks, we  increased the height of the field by 8km. At this surface, the obtained gravity anomaly field was partly separated to the local gravity anomaly field which had a short wavelength so the gravity effect mainly depends on the depth sources. This alternative anomaly field will be used to determine location and depth to the source. During calculation process, parameters of the selection structure index and the window size used to calculate are the parameters which were selected and tested by the above models. The obtained results of the location and the depth to the edge of a resource in the study area by applying this method (ED and EDDAS) are represented on figure 5, showing the points with different colors. In this figure, a position of a point reflects an edge of the source, and its color shows the depth of source with various intervals. To highlight the structure within the study area, the system of these colored points is presented by vertical quadratic derivative values of the gravitational field Gzz (only Gzz> 0) and of the horizontal gradient vector field of Gzz function (arrows). In this method, we separated the study depth into six different segments: 0-2km, 2-4km, 4-6km, 6-8km, 8-10km, and > 10km. The recorded results showed that locations of major faults in the study area were expressed quite clearly as Song Lo fault, Vinh Ninh fault, Song Chay fault, Thai Binh fault, Red River fault, etc. All faults were in northwest - southeast direction,   paralleled to each other and were recognized easily by observing the maximum ED points and the horizontal gradient vectors of the Gzz function in the same direction. The results also illustrated that gradient vectors of the 2nd vertical derivative of Song Lo fault and Thai Binh fault ran along the maximum ED points in southwest - northeast direction, while the gradients of Song Chay fault and Vinh Ninh fault were almost in northeast - southwest direction (Figure 5).In addition, the uplift zones (with gradient vector of the Gzz function directing into the center) including Hanoi center uplift, Kien Xuong uplift and Nam Dinh uplift and the subsidence zones (with gradient vector of Gzz function directing outward the center) Ninh Binh sunken, Hai Duong sunken, Dong Quan Sunken also was found in the area. Comparing to the previous study results, this result shows that the location of the fault system in the study area is quite similar. Therefore, the application of the maximum ED points to determine edges of the source is effective.

The result of depth shows that the depth of source in the research area is from 3 to 17km, mainly at 6 km and that of major faults are greater than 8 km. These obtained depth values may be the depth of the top or the bottom of a source, or the depth which crosses another source that is a picture of a geological cross-section. However, where is the existence and appearance of the sources, in the Pre-Cenozoic basement or the Cenozoic sediment? To study sources existing in the Pre-Cenozoic basement, we compare the depth values determined by seismic and gravity methods to the depth of Pre-Cenozoic basement (Pham Nam Hung and Le Van Dung, 2011). In results, the depth values along the major faults can lie on or under the Pre-Cenozoic basement surface, this indicates that a complex development of the fault is not only on the surface but also in depth and confirms the appearance of faults in the Pre-Cenozoic basement.

According to Cao Dinh Trieu (2002), the faults in the Pre-Cenozoic basement which continue to develop and penetrate to crust are: Red River Fault (over 60km), Song Chay fault (35-40km), Song Lo fault (30-40km), Vinh Ninh fault (20-30km). Because the data source is limited, in this article, we only apply the method to study the appearance of the sources which lies in the Pre-Cenozoic basement, and we will not discuss about the bottom depth of this fault.To recognize faults exactly, we digitized figure 5 according to the maximum ED points and the results are shown in figure 6.



[image: D:\NCS\BaiBao\Bai 1\Hinh5.tif]

Fig 5. The location and estimate depth of source and frequency appear depth at z=8
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Fig 6. The faults obatian by maximum of function ED



5. Conclusion

Based on the results obtained from the program construction, test on models and application the real data of the Red River trough, we can give few comments as follows:
- Using analytic signals of a gravity gradient tensor (GGT) method to determine the  ED of the directional analytic signals amplitude function helps overcome the phenomenon of interference and provide better resolution than the HGA of traditional analytic signal amplitude function. It is a new method to determine the accurate location and estimate the depth of fault systems.- As the object of this study is the faults in the Pre-Cenozoic basement rock, a combination of processing methods for gravity data including transformative method of gravity field, the analytic signal methods, and Euler deconvolution for data of the directional analytic signals of gravity gradient tensor were used, which allows not only to identify the location but also estimate the beginning depth and the end depth of the fault, so that we can estimate the depth, strike and dip angle of the fault exactly and rapidly.

- Results of the test on the area of the Red River trough show that the method can determine the major faults in the region. Moreover, the method also illustrates that the  faults found at depths over 8km, even to 15km, are the faults destroyed in the Pre-Cenozoic base-ment.

- Although there are a lot of advantages, applying many times derivative in the method makes many error peaks during calculation at the surface z=0. To solve this problem, we can calculate the average of gravity field or raise gravity anomaly field before calculation in detail.
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